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What a ComCast-tWC merger Would mean For the rest oF the tV Business
Lower programming fees and more deals among providers and programmers possible

ComCast’s $45-billion deal last week 
to acquire time Warner Cable creates a giant 
that could rewrite the rules of the television 
business and raises questions about how oth-
er companies in the industry will be affected.

PROGRAMMERS
Programmers will have to face off against 

a larger distributor; how that clout will affect 
subscriber fees is already being debated. one 
benefit of being a larger distributor is the le-

verage to slow 
rising program-
ming costs, but 
while Comcast 
expects to realize 
cost savings after 
the companies 
merge, CEo bri-
an Roberts said 
“the vast minor-
ity of the $1.5 
billion would be 
programming 
synergies. so 

there are some, but it is not the prime motivator 
for sure.” as the owner of nbCUniversal, Com-
cast also benefits when fees for programming 
rise, and its aggressiveness has been constrained 
by consent agreements with the government.

analyst Craig moffett of moffettnathanson 
Research says Comcast’s per-subscriber pro-
gramming costs are $34.81, higher than tW 
Cable’s $33.62 because Comcast has secured 
more digital rights to more content. on a more 
apples-to-apples basis, moffett’s colleague mi-
chael nathanson says Comcast pays 15% less 
than tW Cable. if Comcast gets its rate in tWC 
homes, the content industry would lose more 
than $500 million in affiliate fees annually.

at its new size, the negotiating leverage 
would shift to Comcast against most broadcast-
ers, moffett says. “Expect broadcasters to howl 
in protest, while simultaneously attempting to 
further consolidate on their own,” he said.

indeed, on Univision’s earnings call last 
week, CEo Randy Falco, a former nbCUniver-
sal executive, said: “When the no. 1 and the 
no. 2 cable operators merge it is a cause of con-
cern that requires significant scrutiny.”

ADVERTISING
Comcast’s nbCU recently announced a 

package of advanced advertising products, and 
the combination with tW Cable would create 
more scale for those products. 

tim Hanlon, founder and CEo of the Vertere 
Group, believes the merger hastens tech inno-
vation on the advertising front, as it “eventually 
harmonizes 30 million households on a com-
mon ad tech platform.” that could enable ad-
dressable advertising and dynamic ad insertion 
in VoD, something that industry consortium 
Canoe Venture could never do, Hanlon notes.

michael bologna, director of emerging com-

munications at ad giant Groupm and head of its 
new modi media unit focusing on addressable 
advertising and advanced audience targeting, 

said the combination could accelerate the use 
of advanced advertising by marketers. “but it 
will require both systems to be consistent with 
the data and technology used to implement 
these advanced services,” he said.

FURTHER CONSOLIDATION
“Consolidation on one side of the negotiat-

ing table has usually led to consolidation on all 
sides,” said nathanson. “Will this encourage 
DirectV and Dish network to attempt a merg-
er? maybe. Will smaller U.s.-centric content 

companies like amC networks 
and scripps networks interac-
tive feel the urge to look for big-
ger partners? should Viacom and 
Cbs get back together? We think 
the answer is yes.”

John malone’s Charter Com-
munications, which preached 
scale while pursuing tWC, it “is 
left with a much weaker ‘plan b,’” 
said bitG analyst Rich Green-
field. it can grab subscribers Com-

cast sells and smaller operators, “yet it’s hard to 
see how they will be north of 10 million subs in 
the next several years,” he said. —Jon lafayette

Roberts Comcast’s monster deal to acquire Time Warner Cable would produce a provider with vastly expanded reach. Not 
much of the companies’ current systems overlap, so even with planned divestitures to get the combined company 
down to about 30% market share (including satellite and telcos), the cable footprint will still be massive.
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The footprints are derived from NTIA National Broadband Map DOCSIS service areas as of December 2012.  
Mosaik Solutions provides no warrenty to the accuracy of the data.

THE $45-BILLION DEAL 
COmCAsT: 22 million subscribers

TImE WARNER CABLE: 11 million subscribers

sTOCk vALuE Of TRANsACTION: $45.2 billion

COmCAsT vOD pLATfORm: 50,000  choices and 
averages 400 million views per month 




